Speech enhancement by filtering in the loudness domain.
Several attempts that employed dynamic compression to compensate for cochlear impairment in combination with recruitment have failed to improve speech intelligibility. One reason is the attenuation of dynamic intensity modulations in the range of 1 to 50 Hz which contribute significantly to speech discrimination. In the approach presented here, these modulations were enhanced rather than attenuated by an envelope highpass filter operating in the loudness domain as follows: the output of a filterbank was lowpass filtered to extract the envelope, converted to loudness in accordance with normal hearing, highpass-filtered and converted back to the 'desired' envelope by the loudness characteristic of each individual hearing-impaired subject. The output signal was finally obtained by summing the outputs of the filterbank channels after correcting their amplitudes. The algorithm was implemented by a computer to simulate a digital hearing aid fitted to the loudness-scaling function of each individual. Loudness scaling and speech-discrimination data in quiet and in noisy conditions are presented for 2 impaired subjects with and without highpass filtering in the loudness domain. The results indicate that loudness compensation without highpass filtering improves speech intelligibility for a wide range of input levels by achieving an optimum gain characteristic at all input levels. The highpass filter applied to the envelope has no noticeable effect on speech discrimination either in quiet or in noise.